
Chapter 17 – Institutions and Economic Policy

 So far, we have taken all policy considerations as exogenous to our models

 This is fine when discussing the effects of a given policy

 Now, we ask why certain policy decisions are made what explains high inflation/debt

 We treat policy as endogenous – consider policymakers and their objectives

 Will help us understand policy failures; help us design better institutions

 A central concern in policy-making is the desire to meet SR objectives

 Can happen with both monetary policy and fiscal policy can result in high inflation

or high deficit

 Inflation bias in MP or deficit bias in FP

 Over the past decades, many reforms have been made to deal with these issues

17.1 Inflation Bias

 According the Ch. 8 & 9, expansionary MP should lead to higher production and

employment in the SR with small effects on inflation – is this a good trade off?

 We know that in the LR, money growth will lead to inflation, but production and

employment are unaffected

 Assuming adaptive expectations, we can analyze the issue of myopic policymakers:
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 This is, of course the Phillips curve

 Also, assume that through the IRs, the CB can control AD and thus the unemployment

levelgoal of myopic politicians is to win elections and min. loss function:

  2 2,t t t tL u u   

 Obviously minimized when inflation and unemployment are both zero

 This loss function makes sense for both politicians and society

 We can illustrate this function with indifferences curves for levels of loss

 To find the policy decision we combine the PC with the loss function suppose expected

inflation is zero in period 1 ( � � , 0) is the resulting point

 This is the best we can achieve in the LR, but is not an equilibrium when policy is

endogenous!

 Policymaker will choose the point where loss is min. loss curve is tangent to PC

 Policymakers will sacrifice higher inflation to achieve higher SR employment

 In the next period, the inflation becomes embedded, PC shifts upward, and both inflation

and unemployment increase continues until loss curve and PC are tangent at � �

 The self-defeating attempts have led to high inflation with the same unemployment!

 NB: if the preferred inflation is >0, the analysis can easily be modified

 The initial point is the optimal level curve is tangent to the LRPC! How to get there?

 If policymakers promise zero inflation and people believe this, policymakers then have an

incentive to deviate credibility problem or time-inconsistency

 Analyzed by Kydland & Prescott in 1977

 AKA inflation bias policy leads to LR inflation that is higher than desired



 Solutions to the Inflation Bias Problem

 A Fixed Norm for Inflation

 Gov’t could pass a law whereby inflation should be zero

 Problem because CBs do not have perfect control over inflation – shocks…

 Also, it eliminates the ability for MP to stabilize SR exogenous shocks

 A Rule for Monetary Policy

 A rule prescribing CB policy, assuring low inflation and allowing CBs to react to

shocks would be perfect

 However, this would be a very difficult rule to implement; how to account for

unexpected shocks?

 Delegation to a “Conservative” Central Banker

 If we choose a CB head for whom � = 0 we make sure he does not care about

employment but is intent on keeping inflation at zero

 This again takes away the stabilization role of the CB

 Maybe we need a CB that is somewhat conservative leads us to a credibility-

flexibility trade-off (see Rogoff, 1985)

 Less weight on employment reduce inflation bias less flexible CB

 Long-Term Contracts

 Giving CB board members long-term contracts care more about LR effects of

their policies less inclined to be time-inconsistent

 A Contract for the Central Bank

 Create an independent CB and give them incentives to pursue low inflation

 Punish leaders if inflation is too high very elegant solution

 See corresponding graph eliminating inflation bias & allowing flexibility

 Reforms of the Institutional Framework for Monetary Policy

 Many countries have implemented CB reforms over the recent decades:

 Inflation Targets price stability objective

 Delegation and Independence does not take instructions from elected officials

 Long-Term Contracts 6y contracts in an overlapping system, for example

 These countries have been able to substantially reduce inflation!

17.2 Deficit Bias

 We now analyze the effects of high gov’t debt and why countries tend to accumulate it

 How Serious is the Problem of High Government Debt?

 In a world with full Ricardian equivalence and non-distortionary taxes government

debt doesn’t matter in reality, there are at least 3 types of effects of deficits & debts

 Intergenerational Redistribution

 Full RE unlikely to hold due to credit constraints & no forward-looking

 Tax cut ore spending some decline in capital stock and foreign assets

allows individuals today to borrow at expense of future generations

 This might not be a bad thing, since productivity increases over time

 However, environmental issues and/or demographic changes may be factors for

concern intergenerational redist. is a political issue relies on projections

about future incomes and political preferences



 Distortions and Tax Smoothing

 In reality, labor supply is not completely inelastic taxes lead to negative effects

 We want to avoid very high taxes stable tax levels preferred

 Tax Smoothing argument if governments consumption is temporarily higher

(i.e. wars; disasters), usually financed with borrowing, so as to keep taxes stable

 Big argument is that high debt will cause higher taxes – is this true? Use equation

for change in debt ratio from Ch. 11 and set the change = 0:
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 Relation between debt level & taxes depends on relation between RIR and

growth rate; if g = r, taxes need not increase

 Ergo, to keep the ratio of debt/GDP constant, need to keep primary deficit = 0

 Sustainability and Fiscal Crisis

 An important argument is that high debt may become unsustainable lead to

higher IRs may lead to a fiscal crisis

 Suppose G/Y is 0.4, D/Y is 1, RIR is 2% and real growth is also 2% if the gov’t

is considered to be safe, gov’t needs T/Y of 0.4 to keep debt ratio stable:
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 But, if there is a 10% risk of default total RIR increases to 12% level of

taxes necessary now rises to 0.5
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 On this path, at some point, at least one of the following will happen:

 Primary deficit reduced by higher taxes or lower gov’t expenditure

 But: Fierce political resistance

 Gov’t defaults on (part of) debt

 But: Lenders will never lend to gov’t again!

 CB monetizes debt by buying gov’t bonds debt turned from bonds into MB

 Bigger MB higher inflation RIR falls as by Fisher equation

 But: This only affects existing debt expected inflation adjusts

 Reasons for Deficit Bias

 The tendency to run deficits is sometimes called the deficit bias harder to deal with

than inflation bias why does it arise?

 Myopia

 Higher deficit more gov’t expenditure an lower taxes today may gain votes

 Only works if voters are myopic or if they don’t care about future effects

 Political Fragmentation and the Common Pool Problem

 Fragmentation no compromise between political parties

 Everybody pushes own interests without accounting for overall effects

 Akin to the common pool problem or overfishing problem

 This fragmentation may lead to a political deadlock and postponement of the issue



 Strategic Deficits

 Sophisticated theories also exist spend money now so future parties will not

waste the money for their less worthy causes

 Reforms of the Framework for Fiscal Policymaking

 Some different approaches have been proposed and implemented

 Targets and Ceilings

 This approach involves adopting rules for debt & deficit targets/ceiling

 Many countries have balanced budget rules for local governments

 Maastricht Treaty has such rules on a multi-party & international level

 Ideal is to set a target level for the deficit in order o achieve some LR debt ratio

target; we remind ourselves of how the debt ratio changes over time:
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 The second line shows the change in debt ratio in terms of government deficit and

the nominal growth of GDP

 The third line shows LR debt ratio when the change in D/Y=0 the ratio depends

on nominal deficit and nominal growth rate of GDP (line 4)

 NB: these numbers refer to the net debt, not the gross deb

 In conclusion, we can achieve some LR debt target by targeting the deficit

 However, there is again a credibility-flexibility trade off here stricter rules

less ability for stabilization and automatic stabilizers to work

 Some countries speak of a cyclically adjusted deficit, but it’s uncertain science…

 Budgetary Procedures

 Reforms to ensure the total effect of fiscal policy is accounted for top-down

approach first deciding on total expenditure before on individual parts

 Delegation

 Delegating aspects of FP to an independent body is very controversial since there

is no consensus on the objective of fiscal policy; MP much simpler

 The instruments of FP all have clear distributional consequences political!!!

 Fiscal Policy Councils

 Some countries have set up independent fiscal policy councils to watch over and

comment on FP, but have no control over it

 Denmark since 1962; Sweden since 2007

 Myopia and Public Investments

 If gov’t is myopic, LR investments in infrastructure, schools will be too low

 A good solution is to exclude net public investments when setting a deficit rule



 Gross Debt or Net Debt?

 When we analyzed the dynamics of gov’t debt, we focused on net government debt

 This is the one of interest if the IR on gov’t debt = IR on financial assets

 Much of public discussion, however, focuses on the gross government debt easier

to understand; this is the debt actually held by lenders

 Dealing with an Ageing Population

 Due to large demographic changes expected, governments in the future will be

pressured to meet larger amounts of pension payments & medical treatment

 However, many countries have increased the pension age; health in older improving

 We could argue that, since G/Y is expected to increase in the future, we need to

increase T/Y today tax smoothing surplus today to compensate for future


